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tiptoed, scuffed, fact, barbed wire, man, scooped, wakened, feeling

00:06
I'm Tracy k Smith.

00:09
And this is the slow down.

00:20
this past winter, my neighborhood saw one day of snow. And that was it. One biting cold morning
that stretched into afternoon. But even so, all evidence of snow was gone by nightfall. It was a
mild winter as these things go. I missed the beautiful sight of early morning snow. I even missed
the dreaded sight of dirty grey snow, you know, the kind that gets piled in a mound to be
splattered by mud and coated with a layer of exhaust. This isn't just a fluke. It's a trend. Whenever
I think about the effects of climate change upon the season, currently known as winter, I know my
gas guzzling SUV, and yours if you drive one is partly to blame.

01:19
I worry about what might one day be the

01:21
Earth's final snowfall, if such a thing is on the horizon. Once I start worrying about that, I find
myself worrying about the last of many things. The last giant Redwood, the last National Park,
the last owl, the last bumble bee, and it makes me afraid. Given our human habits of
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consumption, extraction, and pollution, the things we recognize as reliable and familiar, might not
be around forever. stepping outside fills my eyes and heart with joy as color. But today's poem is
about the miracle of anomalous snow, sparkling crystaline

02:13
flakes,

02:14
covering a landscape where snow doesn't generally belong. I guess it's got me feeling nostalgic
for snow, and protective of the singular beauty of winter. Once in a Lifetime snow, by Les Murray.
Winters at home brought wind, black frost and raw grey rain and barbed wire fields. But never
more until the day my uncle rose at dawn, and stepped outside to find his paddocks gone his
cattle to their hawks and ghostly ground and unaccustomed light from miles around. And he
stopped short and gazed lit from below, and half his wrinkles vanished murmuring, snow, a man
of farm and fact. He stared to see the facts of weather raised to a mystery white on the world he
knew and all he owned snow. Here, he mused. I see high time I learned here, guessing what he
meant had much to do with that black Earth dread old men are given to he stooped to break the
sheer crust with delight at finding the cold, unknown, so deeply bright at feeling it take his Prince
so softly, deep, as if it thought he knew enough to sleep, or else so little, he might seek to shift its
weight of wintry light by single drift. perceiving this much, he scuffed his slippered feet, and
scooped a handful up to taste and eat in memory of the fact that even he might not have seen
the end of reality. Then, turning, he tiptoed into a bedroom, smiled, and wakened a murmuring
child,

04:30
and another child.

04:39
The slow down is a production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation. To get a poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and sign up for our
newsletter.
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